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Abstract

This study contributes to the empirical literature on augmented neo-classical production function. It is done 
by introducing steel production into macro-production function of the European Union. The data is collected 
from the World Development Indicators and the World Steel Association from the period of 1980–2014. We 
apply second generations of unit root tests to examine stationarity and panel cointegration with cross-sectional 
dependence to analyze long run relationship between national income and steel production. Robustness 
of tests is also reached by using 23 estimators and country specific slopes. Whereas, to detect the cause and 
effect, Granger and Dumitrescu-Hurlin causality tests are applied. Uni-directional causality from national 
income to steel production is found. Recommendations are made on the basis of empirical results.
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IntroductIon
Steel is not a nascent alloy, however, its manufacturing at commercial scale and organized trade started 
only after industrial revolution. Events related to changes of fuel industry and collection of technological 
advances during 1600s, 1700s and 1800s laid the foundation of the contemporary steel industry. During 
1830 to 1860, steel was used as a semi-precious metal in expensive products. ‘The Great Transforma-
tion’ era (1860–1900) was mainly attributed to by low cost ‘open hearth’ and ‘Bessemer’ methods of steel 
production that spurred the growth of steel production by seventeen fold. Establishment of US steel 
companies led to consolidation period during 1900–1920. However, steel industry also felt depression 
during 1930s due to ‘Great Depression’ and the rise of labor movement. The revival of steel industry was 
triggered by World War-II during 1940-1945. Warring European countries used steel for manufacturing  
arsenals, tanks, trucks, ships and other war weapons rendering steel industry a giant industry. The post-war 
period (1946 to 1970) is called the ‘period of prosperity’ due to growth of steel industry, evolution 
of recycling segment of industry and development of substitute, such as aluminum.
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Alongside prosperity, steel also witnessed ‘troubled times’ during the period of 1970–1989, when 
many plants were closed, production declined and layoffs took place. The intensity of this trouble was 
mitigated during period of 1990–2001 which is called the era of ‘uneasy trouble’.

The usage of steel is universal as the World Steel Association states, “steel is everywhere in your life”. 
Related benefits include employment generation and infrastructural effects of providing infrastructure 
to industrial and modern sectors. In 1970 steel industry employed 531.196 people and even after its 
decline in 2000, it still had 225.000 on its payroll. Its backward & forward linkages play a significant role 
in development via providing critical inputs like machinery for developmental projects. In addition to 
assistance to developmental projects, public sector also gains from tax revenue by steel industry. Steel 
industry can also indirectly contribute to foreign exchange reserves by assisting industries in the produc-
tion of exports. In addition, steel industry also contributes to agriculture sector by providing tractors, 
aerial spray, and harvesters etc. that increase the per acre yield of crops which will ultimately increase 
the national income.4

4   For more on sectoral contribution of steel industry, visit website of the World Steel Association.

Figure 1  Mechanism of Contribution of Steel Industry in National Income

Source: Authors’ formulation
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Based on the pictorial explanation in Figure 1, this paper attempts to quantify the relationship between 
steel industry and national income in the European Union. 

Hypothesis
Based on the objective, following hypothesis shall be tested:
HA: There exists a causal and long run relationship between steel production and national income 
of the European Union.

1 LItErAturE rEVIEW
Subject of this research has not been chosen by many of the researchers and it is due to the fact that there 
exists limited literature on it. Jeferrson (1990) using Chinese data investigated the productivity varia-
tion among enterprises within China’s steel and iron industry. He found enhanced productivity growth 
during reform period within the industry. Labson and Crompton (1993) studied relationship between 
income and five industrial metals for Japan, OECD, USA and UK for the period of 1960–1987. However, 
they proposed slight explanation to support the existence of long run relationship between two vari-
ables. Hoechle (2007) studied the energy efficiency of China’s steel and iron sector for the time span of 
1994–2003 using Malmquist decomposition index. Provincial panel data was used permitting various 
energy inputs and outputs. Results revealed that empirical productivity of China’s steel and iron sector 
increased by 60% from 1994 to 2003 which is a sign of technological progress.

Evans (2011) analyzed the long run relationship between crude steel and economic activity production 
in United Kingdom. He used integrated processes and allowed for the possibility of changes in equilibrium 
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path. Evidence is found in support the long term relationship. Huh (2011) studied the short run and long 
run relationship between steel production and GDP in Korea from 1975 to 2008. He used vector error 
correction and vector autoregressive models. He found a long term causal relationship, running from 
GDP to total steel production. He also found the bi-causal relationship between flat product consump-
tion and GDP. Ozkan (2011) analyzed the relation between steel production consumption, import & 
export, GDP and industrial production. They applied error correction model, Engle-Granger cointegra-
tion and Granger causality test. Their results revealed a positive relation of steel export and production 
with GDP. A positive relationship was also found between industrial production and steel export. Both 
relations showed causality effects.

Siddique, Mehmood and Ilyas (2016) analyzed the relationship between economic growth and steel 
production in Pakistan. They used time series data to apply Philip Person (PP) and Augmented Dickey 
Fuller (ADF) test and Cointegration with Bai-Perron structural breaks test to check the long run rela-
tionship between the two variables. Their results show a positive relationship between steel production 
and economic growth with causality from economic growth to steel production.

Review shows that majority of studies are limited to a single country not allowing the benefits of 
panel data analysis. Moreover, possible effects of common shocks are not incorporated either. Impor-
tant variables like capital and labor that play a critical role in any production are also missing in till-date 
empirical literature. Though steel industry is capital intensive, yet labor employment is also substantial 
due to need for manual labor in mega-structures. European Union (EU) is the largest producer of steel 
after China. Research on this sample should allow for improved policy directions. Current paper does 
so by choosing a sample of EU.

2 EStIMABLE ProductIon FunctIon
The estimable production function for testable prediction that steel production and national income have 
nexus in European Union countries is given as follows:

      NIi,t = f (STi,t, CPi,t, LBi,t), (1)

where:
NIi,t  = GDP (constant 2005 US$),
STi,t  = Steel production (thousand tones),
CPi,t = Gross fixed capital formation (constant 2005 US$),
LBi,t = Labor force, total,
i and t stand for cross-sections and time periods, respectively.

2.1 Methodology – data Sources
Depending on the availability of data, 28 EU countries are selected while the number of years is 35 
(1980–2014). Sample countries are Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Republic of Cyprus, Czech 
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, 
Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden 
and UK. Collection of data is done from World Development Indicators (WDI) and World Steel Associa- 
tion.

3 EMPIrIcAL AnALYSIS
3.1 Static Estimations
In order to examine the empirical relationship of national income and steel production, following 
analysis is conducted. We estimated static models that are devoid of any lagged dependence  
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3.2 dynamic Analysis
3.2.1 Unit Root Test Results
Table 2 reports the results of unit root tests meant for investigating stationarity in the series, selection 
of the appropriate lag length was made using the Schwarz Bayesian Information Criterion.

of dependent variable. These include pooled OLS (POLS: NIit = α + βST .STit + βCP .CPit + βLB .LBit + εit), 
fixed effects (FE: NIit = αi + βST .STʹit + βCP .CPʹit + βLB .LBʹit + εit), random effects (RE: NIit = αi + βST .STʹit + 
βCP .CPʹit + βLB .LBʹit + β0 + εit) and first differenced fixed effect (FD: NIit = βST .ΔSTʹit + βCP .ΔCPʹit + 
βLB .ΔLBʹit + Δεit). The estimated coefficients are statistically significant at 1% in POLS, FE, RE and at 5% 
in FD estimations, respectively. The range of statistically significant coefficients is from 0.0018 to 0.0731.  
Capital and labour also show desirable signs of their coefficients. R2 also falls in reasonable range.

Table 1  Static Analysis – POLS, FE, RE and FD-FE Estimates

Table 2  Unit Root Tests

3.3 cointegration tests
Results of LLC tests in Table 2 show that NIit, STit, CPit and LBit have a mixed order of integration, i.e. I(0) 
and I(1). Eberhardt and Teal (2010) suggest the use of macro-panel data techniques when time span is 
more than 20 years. Here t = 35, so we can resort to macro-panel data techniques. Since the series involved 
in our analysis is not integrated of same order, Pedroni and Kao tests cannot be applied. Therefore, we 
employ three econometric techniques that allow for mixed order of integration i.e. Mean Group (MG), 
Dynamic Fixed Effects (DFE) and Pooled Mean Group (PMG). Pesaran and Smith (1995) provided MG  
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Table 3  Dynamic Analysis – Cointegration Estimation

estimator  of dynamic panels for large number of time observations and large number of groups. In this 
method separate equations are estimated for each group and distribution of coefficients of these equations 
across groups is examined. It provides parameter estimates by taking means of coefficients calculated by 
separate equations for each group. It is one extreme of estimation because it just makes use of averaging 
in its estimation procedure. It does not consider any possibility of same parameters across groups. For 
MG estimator, each parameter is taken as: 

                                                                                                                             , (2)

where ui, θi and ϕi denotes intercept, long run integrating vector and error correction term respectively.
For the averages of the parameters MG estimator will give consistent estimates. Thus allows all 

parameters to vary across countries, but it does not consider the fact that certain parameters may be 
the same across groups.

Pesaran and Smith (1997) suggested PMG estimator of dynamic panels for large number of time 
observations and large number of groups. Pesaran et al. (1997, 1999) added further in PMG and 
extended it. Pooled mean group estimator considers both averaging and pooling in its estimation 
procedure, so it is considered as an intermediate estimator. PMG allows variation in the intercepts, 
short-run dynamics and error variances across the groups, but it does not allow long-run dynamics 
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to differ across the groups. Adopting from Pesaran et al. (1997, 1999), PMG estimable model 
has an adjustment coefficient φi that is known as the error-correction term (ECT). In fact,  
 explains what percentage of adjustments take place in each period. In addition to MG and PMG, DFE 
is also used to estimate the cointegrating vector. DFE specification controls the country specific effects, 
estimated through least square dummy variable (LSDV) or generalized method of moment (GMM). 
DFE relies on pooling of cross-sections. Like the PMG, DFE estimator also restricts the coefficient 
of cointegrating vector to be equal across all panels.

Results in the Table 3 reveal the comparison of panel cointegration estimation using MG, DFE and 
PMG. All three alternative methods of cointegration (MG, DFE and PMG) show the long run relation-
ship between the national income and steel production. It is evident from error correction terms (φi),  
which are less than unity and negative in terms of sign with statistical significance at 1% level of signifi- 
cance. However, the most efficient of the three estimators should be relied upon. Its selection is done 
by employing the Hausman test. The results in Table 5 show statistical insignificance which implies 
superiority of PMG over MG and DFE. Therefore, the relationship is established under the assumption 
of absence of cross-sectional dependence.

3.4 cross-Sectional dependence
Results of CD test in Table 1 show the presence of cross-sectional dependence in the estimable model. 
Values of CD test are 87.60, 87.60, 83.03 and 17.06 for POLS, FE, RE and FD respectively. All are statisti-
cally significant at 1%, affirming cross-sectional dependence (CD) in residuals of the estimable models. 
In real life, CD is due to reasons like oil price shock, global financial crisis and local spill over and is 
common in most of panels.

We examined the CD in residuals and variables using further tests. Friedman (1937) proposed a non-
parametric test (Rave) based on Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. It helps in determining cross-
sectional dependence. One of the most well-known cross-section dependence diagnostic is the Breusch-
Pagan (1980) Lagrange Multiplier (LM) test statistic. Frees (1995) proposed a statistic (R2

ave) which is 
based on the sum of the squared rank correlation coefficients. Pesaran (2004) proposed a standardized 
version of Breusch-Pagan LM test (LMs) , suitable for large N samples. Since (LM) and (LMs) are likely 
to exhibit worsening size distortion for small Tij for larger N, Pesaran (2004) proposed an alternative  
statistic (CDp) based on the average of the pairwise correlation coefficients. This test is already used 
in Table 1. The null hypothesis of this test is cross-sectional independence against the alternative 
hypothesis of cross-sectional dependence. More recently, Baltagi, Feng, and Kao (2012) presented a simple 

Table 4  Tests for Cross-Sectional Dependence in Residuals of Estimable Model
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asymptotic bias corrected scaled LM test (LMBC). In Table 4, six statistics are estimated to scrutinize 
the presence of cross-sectional dependence in residuals of estimable model. All are statistically signifi- 
cant at 1% supporting the assumption of cross-sectional dependence in the residuals of estimable 
model.

Table 5 delves deeper by estimating four statistics, while considering the presence of cross-sectional 
dependence, in estimable model. All four tests are statistically significant at 1% showing cross-sectional 
dependence in the variables of estimable model.

Table 5  Tests for Cross-Sectional Dependence in Variables

3.5 Stationarity tests in Presence of cross-sectional dependence
Cross-sectional dependence has a strong presence in residuals as tested in Table 4 and Table 5. It calls 
for checking stationarity using second generation of unit root tests since first generation of unit root tests 
(Im et al., 2003; Levin et al., 2002) do not account for cross-sectional dependence in testing for stationarity.

Considering the evident cross-sectional dependence, we use second generation unit root tests 
proposed by Pesaran to shed light on the findings. Mathematically:

                                                                                                            (3)

where ai is a deterministic term, ȳt is the cross-sectional mean at time t and ρ is the lag order. ti(N,T) 
denotes the corresponding t-ratio of ai and is known as cross-sectional ADF [CADF, attributed to Pesaran 
(2003)]. The average of the t-ratios gives the cross-sectional IPS [CIPS, attributed to Pesaran (2007)]. 
In Table 6, these tests are estimated with a constant term at level and first difference. Mutual consensus 
of both, CADF and CIPS tests, reveals that variables are stationary at level and at first difference i.e. I(0) 
and I(1).

3.6 dynamic Analysis with cross-sectional dependence
Dynamic analysis is suitable in case of relationships where current values of the explained variable are 
inclined by past ones. Growth regressions, such as in this paper, are mostly characterized by a lagged 
term of explained variable (NIi,t – 1). 
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In case of dynamic analysis, presence of CD requires implementation of improved versions of MG 
approach. In Table 1 and Table 3, CD tests have shown the presence of cross-sectional dependence 
in POLS, FE, RE, FD and MG estimates, respectively. Therefore, it is logical to deploy estimation tech-
niques that cater cross-sectional dependence. Pesaran (2006) forwarded Common Correlated Effects 
Mean Group (CCEMG) model with estimator βj(= β + ωj) which implies a common parameter β across 
the countries while ωj~IID(0,Vω). CCEMG has the tendency to asymptotically eliminate CD. Moreover,  
it allows heterogeneous slope coefficients across group members that are captured simply by taking 
the average of each country’s coefficient. 

Attributed to Eberhardt and Teal (2010), Augmented Mean Group (AMG) is a surrogate for CCEMG, 
which also captures the unobserved common effect in the model. Moreover, AMG estimator also mea-
sures the group-specific estimator and takes a simple average across the panel. The highlight of AMG is 
that it follows first difference OLS for pooled data and is augmented with year dummies. 

The estimable model can be written as follows:
                                                                                                        

  (4)

Table 6  Second Generation Unit Root Tests for Individual Variables

where, i stands for cross-sectional dimension i = 1,…,n and time period t = 1,…,t and αi represents 
country specific effects and dit denotes heterogeneous country specific deterministic trends. αi is related 
with the coefficient of respective independent variables                                  and                 that 
are considered as heterogeneous across the countries. It is also assumed that the short run dynamics  
and their adjustment towards long run take place via error term                          ft characterizes the vector 
of unobserved common shocks. ft can be either stationary or nonstationary, which does not influence  
the validity of the estimation (Kapetanios, Pesaran, and Yamagata, 2011). AMG estimation finds 
an explicit estimate for ft which renders        (common dynamic process) economic meaningfulness. 
Total factor productivity (TFP) is one of the plausible interpretations of        . Its coefficient di represents 
the implicit factor loading on common TFP. In addition, the cross-sectional specific errors εi,t are permis-
sible to be serially correlated over time and weakly dependent across the countries (Cavalcanti, Mohad-
des, and Raissi, 2011). However, the regressors and unobserved common factor have to be identically 
distributed.

3.6.1 Interpretation 
In Table 7, the main variable of concern i.e. steel production  shows statistically significant positive rela-
tionship using augmented mean group (AMG) as well as under common correlated effects mean group 
(CCEMG) estimation. CCEMG is estimated with ‘without and with country specific trend’ assumption. 
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Whereas AMG is estimated with an additional assumption of ‘with and without common dynamic process 
(CDP)’. This allows for 4 variants of AMG. The significant positive relationship holds true for all variants 
6 of CCEMG and AMG in Table 7. AMG being the most sophisticated is to be relied on.

Table 7  Dynamic Analysis with Cross-Sectional Dependence

3.7 robustness check
In Table 8, twenty-three (23) slopes are estimated using difference estimators and their variants and 
compared in order to check the robustness of results of hypothesis. These include Pooled Ordinary Least 
Squares (POLS), Fixed Effects (FE), Fixed Effects with Driscoll & Kraay standard errors (FE-DK), Ran-
dom Effects (RE), Generalized Least Squares (GLS), First Differenced-Fixed Effects (FD), Pooled-Fully 
Modified Ordinary Least Squares (P-FMOLS), Weighted Pooled-Fully Modified Ordinary Least Squares 
(WP-FMOLS), Group Mean-Fully Modified Ordinary Least Squares (GM-FMOLS), Pooled-Dynamic 
Ordinary Least Squares (P-DOLS), Weighted Pooled- Dynamic Ordinary Least Squares (WP-DOLS), 
Group Mean-Dynamic Ordinary Least Squares (GM-DOLS), Difference Generalized Method of Mo-
ments (DIF-GMM), System Generalized Method of Moments (SYS-GMM), Dynamic Fixed Effects (DFE), 
Mean Group (MG), Pooled Mean Group (PMG), Common Correlated Effects Mean Group (CCEMG) 
and Augmented Mean Group (AMG). 

CCEMG and AMG are further estimated with and without country specific trends (WoT and WT). 
In addition, AMG is further estimated without common dynamic process under the assumptions of 
with and without country specific trends {(WoT)CDP and (WT)CDP}. In case of steel production, majority 
(83%) 19 out of 23 estimators give desirable results in terms of expected sign and statistical significance 
that adds to the robustness of the Steel production-growth relationship analyzed in this paper. Moreover, 
AMG – the most sophisticated of estimators – shows desirable results with all of its variants (with and 
without country specific trends and common dynamic process). 

Notes:  WoT and WT stand for estimation without and with country specific trends. CDP is the common dynamic 
process. In parenthesis, standard errors are given whereas a, b and c show statistical significance at 1%, 5% 
and 10%, respectively. NST stand for Number of Significant Trends. RMSE stands for root mean squared 
error and uses residuals from group-specific regression.

Source: Authors’ estimates
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3.8 Impetus of relationship
At country level, robustness of the results is also affirmed by estimating country specific slopes                  . 
Majority of countries show highly significant positive relationship between steel production and nation-
al income. Whereas remaining countries either give unexpected sign and/or statistical insignificance.

In similar veins, country specific error correction terms (ECT) are also estimated. Ones listed in the 
Table 9 fulfill the following conditions:

                                                                                         (5)
These countries are major contributors to overall statistical long run relationship.

Table 8  Robustness Slope Parameters

Notes:  WoT and WT show estimates without common dynamic process ‘without trend’ and ‘with trend’ 
argument. (WoT)CDP and (WT)CDP show estimates with explicit common dynamic process ‘without trend’ 
and ‘with trend’ argument. a, b and c show statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% respectively. 
S.E stands for standard error.

Source: Authors’ estimates
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Countries including Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, Germany, Greece, Italy, Latvia, Lithu-
ania, Netherlands, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia and Spain show both expected significant slope as well as 
country specific significant ECT. These countries contribute to the overall positive sign and significance 
of relationship between national income and steel production.

3.9 What causes What?
3.9.1 Panel Granger Causality Test
Work of Granger (1969) laid the foundation of causality test that uses the bivariate regressions in a panel 
data context: 

                                                                                                                   (6)

Depending on the assumptions about homogeneity of the coefficients across cross-sections, there are 
two forms of panel causality test. First and conventional type treats the panel data as one large stacked 
set of data and performs the causality test in the standard way, that assumes all coefficients same across 
all cross-sections. 

                                               (7)

Results of panel Granger causality are shown in Table 10.

Table 9  Imputes of Relationship

Note:  a and b show statistical significance at 1% and 5%. S.E stands for standard error. ECTi are the country 
specific error correction terms.

Source: Authors’ estimates
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Uni-causality from national income to steel production is evident from results in Table 10. Under 
the hypothesis in the Introduction, causal relationship is set for investigation. Siddique, Mehmood & Ilyas 
(2016) who explain the mechanism of causal linkages from the national income to steel production 
(demand following view) is showed in Figure 2. ‘Demand following view’ holds in case of EU since 
results in Table 10 show evidence of causality from national income to steel production. Due high growth 
rates of national income the need for innovation, industrialization and mechanization increases. Such 
raises the demand for steel that causes increased steel production. Same seems to be case of EU countries 
during the time span under consideration.

Table 10  Panel Granger Causality Test Results

Figure 2  Demand Following Hypothesis for Steel Production and National Income

3.9.2 Rationale for Dumitrescu-Hurlin Causality
However, one of the main issues specific to panel data models refers to the specification of the heteroge-
neity between cross-sections. To consider the heterogeneity across cross-sections, Dumitrescu-Hurlin  
(2012) made an assumption of allowing all coefficients to be different across cross-sections. In this causa- 
lity context, the heterogeneity can be between the heterogeneity of the regression model and/or in terms  
of causal relationship from x to y. Indeed, the model considered may be different from an individual to 
another, whereas there is a causal relationship from x to y for all individuals. The simplest form of regres-
sion model heterogeneity takes the form of slope parameters’ heterogeneity. More precisely, in a ‘p’ order 
linear vectorial autoregressive model, four kinds of causal relationships are defined. Under the Homoge-
neous Non-Causality (HNC) hypothesis, no individual causality from x to y occurs. On the contrary, in 
the Homogeneous Causality (HC) and Heterogeneous Causality (HEC) cases, there is a causality relation-
ship for each individual of the sample. To be more precise, in the Homogeneous Causality (HC) case, the 
same regression model is valid (identical parameters’ estimators) for all individuals, whereas this is not 
the case for the HEC hypothesis. Finally, under the Heterogeneous Non-Causality (HENC) hypothesis, 
the causality relationship is heterogeneous since the variable x causes y only for a subgroup of N−N1 units.

Authors based their version of causality test on the Granger (1969) and extended to non-causality test 
for heterogeneous panel data models with fixed coefficients.

Considering linear model:

                                                                                                                  (8)

where x and y are two stationary variables observed for N individuals in T periods.
and the individual effects αi are assumed to be fixed in the time dimension. It is assumed that there are lag 
orders of K identical for all cross-section units of the panel. Moreover, autoregressive parameters         and 

Source: Authors’ formulation
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the regression coefficients         are allowed to vary across groups. Under the null hypothesis, it is assumed 
that there is no causality relationship for any of the units of the panel. This assumption is called the Homo- 
geneous Non-Causality (HNC) hypothesis, which is defined as:

                                                           
                     (9)

The alternative is specified as the Heterogeneous Non-Causality (HENC) hypothesis. Under this 
hypothesis, two subgroups of cross-section units are allowed. There is a causality relationship from x to y 
for the first one, but it is not necessarily based on the same regression model. For the second subgroup, 
there is no causality relationship from x to y. A heterogeneous panel data model with fixed coefficients 
(in time) in this group is considered. This alternative hypothesis is expressed as follows:

                                                        
                 (10)

It is assumed that βi may vary across groups and there are N1 < N individual processes with no causality 
from x to y. N1 is unknown but it provides the condition 0 ≤ N1/N < 1.

The average statistic              which is related with the null Homogeneous non-causality (HNC) hypo- 
thesis are proposed:

                                                                          (11)

where Wi,t indicates the individual Wald statistics for the ith cross-section unit corresponding to the in-
dividual test H0 : βi = 0.

Let Zi = [e :Yi :Xi] be the (T, 2K+1) matrix, where e indicates a (T, 1) unit vector and      

                                                                  is the vector of parameters of the 

model. Also let R = [0: IK] be a (K, 2K+1) matrix.
For each i =1,…,N, the Wald statistic Wi,t corresponding to the individual test H0 : βi = 0 is defined as:

                                                                                           (12)

Under the null hypothesis of non-causality, each individual Wald statistic converges to a chi-squared 
distribution with K degrees of freedom for T → ∞.

                                                           (13)

The standardized test statistic            for T, N → ∞ is as follows:

                                                                  (14)

Also, the standardized test statistic            for fixed T samples is as follows:

                                                                                 (15)

where 

In addition to presence of heterogeneity among cross-sections, if cross-sectional dependence exists 
in panel, Dumitrescu-Hurlin causality is suitable. Results of CD tests in Table 1, Table 3, Table 4 and 
Table 5 show the presence of cross-sectional dependence. Whereas, stationarity is a basic requirement 
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Table 11 represents statistical significance of first         test statistic showing that null hypothesis 
cannot be rejected that STi,t do not homogeneously cause NIi,t, whereas it gets rejected in reverse causality. 
It implies that the causality is homogeneous from national income to steel production. This specialized 
form of causality provides the insights into the causal relationship without contradicting the primary 
result of bi-causal Granger causality in Table 10. Homogenous causality can be attributed to ‘uniform 
growth effects’ of economic growth on steel industries in economies that are ‘integrated’ in a union 
known as European Union.

concLuSIon
European Union was chosen for investigating relationship between steel production and national 
income. Using sophisticated econometric techniques, the relationship is found to be robust. The causality 
gives support to ‘Demand Following Hypothesis’. Feedback effect of steel industry on national income 
can amplify the macroeconomic contribution of steel production. However, it is missing or too weak 
at this stage. Firm level studies can help in understanding the microeconomic foundations of causal 
linkage from steel production to national income. Such firm/industry specific studies are suggested for 
future. Role of substitute metals e.g. aluminum can also be investigated in terms of their macroeconomic 
contribution. In addition, to spur efficiency, state may increase the incentive and proportion of private 
sector in steel industry. Moreover, it may also re-allocate subsidies for steel industry and infrastructure 
sector. For reducing monopoly power, pricing policy can be effective.
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